
SkyRiver Golden Litter Announcement  

  
SkyRiver’s Big Bang Theory JH 

x 

WR Firemarks Believe it or Not SH 

Puppies due Feb 2nd, 2016 

Mid March, 2016 
  

      
SkyRiver’s Big Bang Theory, JH 

 

Hips: OFA GR-113160F24M-VPI 

Eye: OFA GR-EYE7311/26M-VPI 

Heart: OFA GR-CA28008/17M/C-VPI-ECHO 

Elbow: OFA GR-EL33307M24-VPI 

prcd-PRA: Clear (Paw Print Genetics) 

PRA-1 Clear (Paw Print Genetics) 

  

WR Firemarks Believe it or Not SH  

 
OFA Hips:  GR-103605E30F-VPI - Excellent  
OFA Elbows: GR-EL24704F30-VPI Normal  
OFA Heart: GR-CA22792/46F/C-VPI-ECHO 

Eyes CERF: GR-374600  
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Pow is a 70lbs handsome boy that turns heads with his good looks and melts hearts with his loving personality. 

He is the perfect blend of family companion and hunting partner. Pow is eager to please, has amazing marking 

abilities and loves the water. 

 

Pow's sire is legendary FC AFC FTCH AFTCH Can OTCH TNT's Explosion UD FDHF OS; Can FDR OBHF - 

aka Boomer Visit Boomer's page. Boomer is one of the greatest Golden Retrievers of all time. Boomer passed 

away in 2010 yet we were privileged enough to breed to him via frozen insemination in 2013. 

 

Pow's mom, SkyRiver's T- Pines Adventure SH - Journey is a very special girl. She has a unique and strong 

pedigree that really brings something different to the table. Journey's mom is a direct import from Denmark and 

is a AKC Master Hunter! Journey's sire Crocket not only has great field dogs in his pedigree but a very 

impressing Obedience track record as well. Journey herself is a Senior Hunter, best friend and all around great 

girl. 

 

Pow's litter mates are excelling in many different venue's including AKC Hunt Tests, Agility and Obedience as 

well. Pow is currently working towards his AKC Senior Hunter title after breezing through his Junior title, going 

4 for 4.   

 

 

RIPLEY- Ripley is an athletic 55 pound young girl that is fanatic about her work. Ripley is field bred to be very 

hard driving on land and water. Ripley has performed very well in the field and cannot get enough birds. She has 

a stylish water entry that makes you smile time after time. She is a sweet dog and is a pleasure in the field as well 

as hanging around the house.  Ripley’s pedigree - http://k9data.com/pedigree.asp?ID=330173   
  
These puppies should be competitive in retriever events, wonderful hunting prospects and of course be great 

family members.  We anticipate healthy, smart and confident puppies that can go in any direction you choose.  
  
Puppies will be ready to go home in March and are priced at $1600 with preference giving to hunting and 

competition homes.  We are currently accepting $200 to hold your spot in the picking order.    
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